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Abstract. In authentication schemes where many users send authenticated messages to a receiver, it is desirable to aggregate them into
a single short authenticated message in order to reduce communication complexity. In this paper, in order to realize such a mechanism
in information-theoretic security setting, we first propose aggregate authentication codes. Specifically, we newly propose a model and a security
definition for aggregate authentication codes. We also show tight lower
bounds on sizes of entities’ secret-keys and (aggregated) tags. Furthermore, we present optimal (i.e., most efficient) constructions for aggregate
authentication codes.

1
1.1

Introduction
Background

The security of most of present cryptographic systems is based on the assumption of difficulty of computationally hard problems such as the integer factoring
problem or the discrete logarithm problem in finite fields or elliptic curves. However, taking into account recent rapid development of algorithms and computer
technologies, such a system based on the assumption of difficulty of computationally hard problems might not maintain sufficient long-term security. In
fact, it is known that quantum computers can easily solve the factoring and
discrete logarithm problems. From these aspects, it is necessary and interesting
to consider cryptographic techniques whose security does not depend on any
computationally hard problems, especially for the long-term security.
Authentication is one of the fundamental and important functionalities in
cryptography. Many papers in modern cryptography focus on constructing secure authentication schemes so that they are as efficient as possible, especially, in
terms of communication complexity (e.g., size of authentication data including
a MAC (message authentication code) or a digital signature sent via a public
channel) and storage space (i.e., memory-size of users to keep secret-key data) in
addition to time complexity (i.e., running time required for executing algorithms
in the schemes). In authentication schemes where many users send authenticated

messages to a receiver (e.g., see the multisender authentication code [4],[9]), it
is desirable to aggregate them into a single short authenticated message, since
communication complexity required can be reduced. In particular, this mechanism is useful in the applications in which data-size per transmission in a channel
is restricted (e.g., wireless communication). To solve this problem, Boneh et al.
[2] proposed the first aggregate signature scheme. Unlike multi-signatures (e.g.,
[10]) in which a set of users all sign the same message and the result is a single
signature, this is a scheme for combining various signatures from different signers on different messages into a single short signature. Since Boneh et al. gave a
formal definition of aggregate signatures in [2], various research on aggregate signatures has been done based on computational security: for instance, sequential
aggregate signatures (e.g., [8],[7]) for certificate chains and certificateless aggregate signatures (e.g., [3]). We note that the first aggregate signature scheme [2]
is restricted in the sense that only aggregation of distinct messages is allowed.
For lifting the restriction, Bellare et al. [1] proposed unrestricted aggregate signatures. On the other hand, as these protocols mentioned above are specific to the
public-key setting, Katz et al. [6] proposed the aggregate message authentication
code (aggregate MAC for short) which is specific to the shared-key (secret-key)
setting. The aggregate MAC is a useful tool for the problem of authenticated
communication in a mobile ad-hoc network where communication is considered
as a highly expensive resource.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no paper which reports on the study
of information-theoretically secure aggregate authentication schemes. Therefore,
in this paper we newly introduce and realize aggregate authentication codes (aggregate A-codes for short) with information-theoretic security.

1.2

Our Contribution

The authentication code (A-code for short) (e.g., see [12]) is one of the fundamental cryptographic primitives with information-theoretic security. In the model of
the traditional A-code, a single sender transmits an authenticated message to a
single receiver. In the scenario where there are many entities and they communicate each other, it is not practical to use the A-code for every possible pair of
entities. In particular, in authentication schemes where many users send authenticated messages to a receiver, it is desirable to aggregate them into a single short
authenticated message in order to reduce communication complexity. Therefore,
we study information-theoretically secure aggregate A-codes. Specifically, our
contribution is as follows.
– We propose a model and formalization of security for aggregate A-codes in
information-theoretic security setting. In our model, aggregation of not only
distinct messages but also same messages is possible, and in this sense our
scheme is unrestricted;
– We also derive tight lower bounds on entities’ memory-sizes and (aggregated)
tags required for aggregate A-codes; and

– We present two kinds of constructions, generic and direct ones. Our generic
construction of aggregate A-codes is very simple: aggregate A-codes can be
constructed from only traditional A-codes. Since the generic construction
does not lead to an optimal construction of aggregate A-codes, we also propose a direct construction which is optimal (i.e., most efficient).
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we propose a formal model and formalization of security for aggregate A-codes with informationtheoretic security. In Section 3, we derive tight lower bounds on entities’ memorysizes and (aggregated) tags required for aggregate A-codes. Section 4 is devoted
to present generic and direct constructions. Finally, in Section 5 we give concluding remarks of the paper.
Throughout this paper, we use the following notation. For any finite set Z,
let P(Z) := {Z ⊂ Z} be the family of all subsets of Z. Also, for any finite set Z
and any non-negative integer z, let P(Z, z) := {Z ⊂ Z | |Z| ≤ z} be the family
of all subsets of Z whose cardinality is less than or equal to z.

2

The Model and Security Definition

In this section, we introduce a model and a security definition of aggregate Acodes, based on those of aggregate MACs with computational security and those
of traditional A-codes with information-theoretic security.
2.1

The Model

We show a model of aggregate A-codes. For simplicity, we assume that there
is a trusted authority whose role is to generate and to distribute secret-keys of
entities. We call this model the trusted initializer model as in [11]. In aggregate
A-codes, there are n + 2 entities, n senders T1 , T2 , . . . , Tn , a receiver R and a
trusted initializer TI, where n is a positive integer. In this paper, we assume that
the identity of each sender Ti is also denoted by Ti , and the receiver is honest
in the model. Our model of aggregate A-codes is almost the same as that of
aggregate MACs [6] except for considering the trusted initializer in our model.
For simplicity, we consider a one-time model of aggregate A-codes, in which
each sender is allowed to generate an authenticated message and aggregation is
allowed to be executed at most only once.
Informally, an aggregate A-code is executed as follows. In the initial phase,
TI generates secret-keys on behalf of Ti (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and the receiver R. After
distributing these keys via secure channels, TI deletes them in his memory. Any
set of senders participate in the protocol, and in this paper we call them active
senders for convenience. Each active sender generates a tag (or an authenticator)
by using his secret-key. These tags can be aggregated into a single short tag,
which we call an aggregated tag, without any secret-key. After the aggregated
tag is transmitted, the receiver can check the validity of the aggregated tag by
using his verification-key.
Formally, we give a definition of aggregate A-codes as follows.

Definition 1 (Aggregate A-code). An aggregate authentication code (aggregate A-code for short) Π involves n + 2 entities, TI, T1 , T2 , . . . , Tn and R, and
consists of a four-tuple of algorithms (KGen, Auth i , Agg, Vrfy) with five spaces,
M, A, A∗ , ET , and ER , where all of the above algorithms except KGen are deterministic and all of the above spaces are finite. In addition, Π is executed with
four phases as follows.
0. Notation.
- Entities: TI is a trusted initializer, Ti (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is a sender and R is a
receiver. Let T := {T1 , T2 , . . . , Tn } be the set of all senders, and let S :=
{Ti1 , . . . , Tij } ∈ P(T ) be a set of active senders with |S| ≥ 1.
- Spaces: M is a set of possible messages, A is a set of possible tags (or
authenticators) generated by each Ti ∈ S. For any S ∈ P(T ) with l = |S|,
Sl
Sl
let M(l) := j=1 (M × S)j and A(l) := j=1 Aj . A∗ is a set of possible
aggregated tags. Also, Ei is a set of possible Ti ’s secret-keys and ER is a set
of possible verification-keys. For simplicity, we assume E1 = E2 = · · · = En .
- Algorithms: KGen is a key generation algorithm which on input a security
parameter 1k , outputs each sender’s secret-key and a receiver’s verificationkey. Auth i : M×Ei → A is Ti ’s authentication algorithm. For every 1 ≤ l ≤ n,
Agg l : A(l) → A∗ is an aggregation algorithm which compresses l tags into
a single tag, and Vrfy l : M(l) × A∗ × ER → {true, f alse} is a verification
algorithm for l messages. In the following, we will briefly write Agg and Vrfy
for Agg l and Vrfy l , respectively, if l is clear from the context.
1. Key Generation and Distribution. In the initial phase, by using KGen
TI generates a secret-key ei ∈ Ei for Ti (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) and a verification-key
ev ∈ ER for R. These keys are distributed to corresponding entities via secure
channels. After distributing these keys, TI deletes them from his memory.
And, Ti and R keep their keys secret, respectively.
2. Authentication. For a message mi ∈ M, each Ti ∈ S can compute a tag
tagi = Auth i (mi , ei ) ∈ A by using his secret-key ei .
3. Aggregation. Let M := ((mi1 , Ti1 ), . . . , (mij , Tij )). Any user can compute
an aggregated tag tag =Agg(tagi1 , . . . , tagij ) by using only tags. 1 Then, the
user transmits (M, tag) to R via an insecure channel.
4. Verification. Suppose that R has received (M, tag) via an insecure channel.
R checks the validity of tag by a verification-key ev : if Vrfy(M, tag, ev ) =
true, then R accepts (M, tag) as valid, and rejects it otherwise.
In the model of aggregate A-codes, the following correctness condition is
required to hold: for all possible mi ∈ M, ei ∈ Ei (1 ≤ i ≤ n), and ev ∈ ER , if
tagi =Auth i (mi , ei ) for each Ti ∈ S and tag =Agg(tagi1 , . . . , tagij ), it holds that
Vrfy(M, tag, ev ) = true.
1

Not only any sender, but also anyone who does not have a secret-key can compute
an aggregated tag, since this algorithm is executed without any secret-key. And also,
in this model we represent multiple messages and tags as sequences for convenience,
however, unlike [7], [8], our scheme is not sequential one (i.e., the order of messages
and tags is not important).

The above requirement implies that any legal aggregated tag can be accepted
without any error if entities correctly follow the specification of aggregate Acodes.
In addition, we formally define an aggregation rate which measures efficiency
of compression for aggregated tags.
Definition 2 (Aggregation rate). Let Π be an aggregate A-code. An aggregation rate in Π is defined by
γ :=

log |A∗ |
.
log |A|

Note that it is natural to assume |A∗ | ≥ |A|, which implies γ ≥ 1. On
the other hand, considering the trivial aggregate A-code where the algorithm
Agg l is the identity mapping (i.e., an aggregated tag consists of concatenation
of l multiple-tags) for any 1 ≤ l ≤ n, we have γ ≤ l(≤ n). Therefore, for any
S ∈ P(T ), it holds that
1 ≤ γ ≤ |S| (≤ n).
An interesting case is γ  |S| even for large S, and it is ideal when γ ≈ 1 not
depending on the size |S|. In this paper, we will actually propose construction of
aggregate A-codes which satisfies γ = 1 with having enough security (a formal
security definition is given in the next subsection).
2.2

Security Definition

We formalize a security definition for aggregate A-codes. Let ω (< n) be the
maximum number of possible corrupted senders. For a set of corrupted senders
(i.e., a colluding group) W = {Tl1 , Tl2 , . . . , Tlj } ∈ P(T , ω), EW := El1 × El2 ×
· · · × Elj denotes the set of possible secret-keys held by W .
In aggregate A-codes, we consider impersonation attacks and substitution
attacks. The formalization of security notions for the above two kinds of attacks
is given as follows.
Definition 3 (Security). Let Π be an aggregate A-code with an aggregation
rate γ. For any set of active senders S ∈ P(T ) and any set of colluding groups
W ∈ P(T , ω) such that S − W 6= ∅, Π is said to be (n, ω, , γ)-one-time secure,
if max(PI , PS ) ≤ , where PI and PS are defined as follows.
a) Impersonation attacks. The adversary who corrupts at most ω senders tries
to generate a fraudulent pair of messages and aggregated tags (M, tag) such
that (M, tag) is accepted by the receiver R. The success probability of this
attack denoted by PI is defined as follows: We define PI (S, W ) by
PI (S, W ) = max

max Pr(Vrfy(M, tag, ev ) = true | eW ).

eW ∈EW (M,tag)

The probability PI is defined as PI := max PI (S, W ).
S,W

b) Substitution attacks. Let S = {Ti1 , . . . , Tij }. The adversary corrupts at most
ω senders, and after observing valid pairs of messages and tags generated by
S, ((mi1 , tagi1 ), . . . , (mij , tagij )), the adversary tries to generate a fraudulent
pair of messages and aggregated tags, (M 0 , tag 0 ), that has not been legally
generated by S but will be accepted by the receiver R such that (M, tag) 6=
(M 0 , tag 0 ), where M = ((mi1 , Ti1 ), . . . , (mij , Tij )) and tag is an aggregated
tag of M . The success probability of this attack denoted by PS is defined as
follows: We define PS (S, W ) by
PS (S, W ) = max

max

max

eW ∈EW ((mi1 ,Ti1 ),...,(mij ,Tij )) (M 0 ,tag 0 )6=(M,tag)

Pr(Vrfy(M 0 , tag 0 , ev ) = true | eW , ((mi1 , Ti1 , tagi1 ), . . . , (mij , Tij , tagij ))).
The probability PS is defined as PS := max PS (S, W ).
S,W

3

Lower Bounds

In this section, we derive lower bounds on success probabilities of attacks and
memory-sizes required for (n, ω, , γ)-one-time secure aggregate A-codes. Let
MAi := {(mi , tagi ) ∈ M × A |Auth i (mi , ei ) = tagi for some ei ∈ Ei } be a
set of possible pairs of messages and tags such that each element of the set can
be generated by the sender Ti . And let MA∗ := {(mi1 , . . . , mij , tag) ∈ Mj ×A∗ |
Agg(tagi1 , . . . , tagij ) = tag ∧ Auth i (mi , ei ) = tagi for some ei ∈ Ei (1 ≤ i ≤ j)}
be a set of possible pairs of messages and aggregated tags such that each element
of the set can be generated by the senders S = {Ti1 , Ti2 , . . . , Tij }. Furthermore,
let M Ai , M A∗ , Ei , Ev , and EW be random variables which take values in MAi ,
MA∗ , Ei , ER , and EW , respectively. And also, let (M A∗ , M̃ A˜∗ ) be a joint random
variable which takes values in the set MA∗ × MA∗ such that M A∗ 6= M̃ A˜∗ .
We assume that there exists the following mapping in the model of aggregate
A-codes:
π : ER → E1 × · · · × En .
Note that this assumption is not so strong, since we will actually see this mapping
in our simple construction in Section 4.2. Then, we can derive lower bounds on
success probabilities of attacks as follows.
Theorem 1. For any i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, any set of active senders S = {Ti1 , . . . , Tij }
∈ P(T ) and any set of colluding groups W ∈ P(T , ω) such that S − W 6= ∅, it
holds that
1. log PI (S, W ) ≥ −I(M A∗ ; Ev | EW ),
2. log PS (S, W ) ≥ −I(M̃ A˜∗ ; Ev | EW , M Ai1 , . . . , M Aij ).
Proof Sketch. The proof can be shown in a way similar to that of Theorem 1 in
[5]. Here, we show an outline of a proof of the first inequality.

We define a characteristic function XI as follows.

 1 if Vrfy(M, tag, ev ) = true
∧ Pr((M, tag), ev , eW ) 6= 0,
XI ((M, tag), ev , eW ) =

0 otherwise.
Then, from Definition 3, we can express PI (S, W ) as
X
PI (S, W ) = max max
XI ((M, tag), ev , eW ) Pr(ev | eW ).
(M,tag) eW

ev

By a way similar to the proof of Theorem 1 in [5], we have PI (S, W ) ≥
∗
2−I(M A ;Ev |EW ) . Similarly, the second inequality can also be proved.

We next show lower bounds on memory-sizes of entities in aggregate A-codes.
Theorem 2. Let Π be an (n, ω, , γ)-one-time secure aggregate A-code. Let
q := −1 . Then, for any i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, we have
(i) |Ei | ≥ q 2 ,

(ii) |ER | ≥ q 2(ω+1) , (iii) |A| ≥ q,

(iv) |A∗ | ≥ q.

Proof. In order to complete the proof of Theorem 2, we show the following
lemmas.
Lemma 1. For arbitrary i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, let Si = {Ti1 , . . . , Tij } ∈ P(T ) and
W ∈ P(T , ω) such that Si − W = {Ti }. Then, we have
log PI (Si , W ) ≥ −I(M A∗ ; Ei | EW ),
log PS (Si , W ) ≥ −H(Ei | EW , M Ai1 , . . . , M Aij ).
Proof. For the first inequality, we get
I(M A∗ ; Ev | EW ) = H(M A∗ | EW ) − H(M A∗ | Ev , EW )
= H(M A∗ | EW ) − H(M A∗ | Ei , EW )

(1)

∗

= I(M A ; Ei | EW ),
where (1) follows from the following equality: from the mapping π,
H(A∗ |Ev , EW , M ) = H(A∗ |Ei , EW , M ) = 0.
Hence, by Theorem 1, we have log PI (Si , W ) ≥ −I(M A∗ ; Ei | EW ).
For the second inequality, we derive
I(M̃ A˜∗ ; Ev | EW , M Ai1 , . . . , M Aij )
= H(M̃ A˜∗ | EW , M Ai , . . . , M Ai )
1

j

−H(M̃ A˜∗ | Ev , EW , M Ai1 , . . . , M Aij )
= H(M̃ A˜∗ | EW , M Ai1 , . . . , M Aij )
−H(M̃ A˜∗ | Ei , EW , M Ai , . . . , M Ai )
1

= I(M̃ A˜∗ ; Ei | EW , M Ai1 , . . . , M Aij )
≤ H(Ei | EW , M Ai1 , . . . , M Aij ).

j

(2)

where (2) follows from the following equality: from the mapping π,
H(A˜∗ |Ev , EW , M Ai1 , . . . , M Aij , M̃ )
= H(A˜∗ |Ei , EW , M Ai , . . . , M Ai , M̃ ) = 0.
1

j

Hence, by Theorem 1, we have log PS (Si , W ) ≥ −H(Ei | EW , M Ai1 , . . . , M Aij ).

Lemma 2. |Ei | ≥ q 2 for any i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Proof. For arbitrary i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, let W ∈ P(T , ω) and Si = {Ti1 , . . . , Tij } ∈
P(T ) such that Si − W = {Ti }. Then, we have
 2
1
≥ PI (Si , W )PS (Si , W )
q
≥ 2−I(M A

∗

;Ei |EW )−H(Ei |EW ,M Ai1 ,...,M Aij )

(3)

−H(Ei |EW )+H(Ei |EW ,M A∗ )−H(Ei |EW ,M Ai1 ,...,M Aij )

=2

≥ 2−H(Ei |EW )

(4)

−H(Ei )

≥2

≥ 2− log |Ei | =

1
,
|Ei |

where (3) follows from Lemma 1 and (4) follows from the deterministic algorithm
Agg: A(l) → A∗ : since it follows that H(M Ai1 , . . . , M Aij ) ≥ H(M A∗ ), we have
H(Ei |EW , M A∗ ) − H(Ei |EW , M Ai1 , . . . , M Aij ) ≥ 0.

Lemma 3. |ER | ≥ q 2(ω+1) .
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that the best situation for the
adversary is when he corrupts all active senders except for the only one of them
since the adversary can get |S| − 1 active senders’ secret keys. Therefore, we
consider the situation in this proof. For arbitrary i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, let Wi :=
{T1 , . . . , Ti−1 , Ti+1 , . . . , Tiω+1 } and Si ∈ P(T ) such that Si − Wi = {Ti }. Then,
we have
 2(ω+1) ω+1
Y
1
≥
PI (Si , Wi )PS (Si , Wi )
q
j=1
≥ 2−

Pω+1

H(Ei |EWi )

≥ 2−

Pω+1

H(Ei |E1 ,...,Ei−1 )

i=1

i=1

(5)

−H(E1 ,...,Eω+1 )

=2

≥ 2−H(Ev )
≥ 2− log |ER |

(6)
1
=
,
|ER |

where (5) follows from the same way as (4), and (6) follows from the mapping
π.


Lemma 4. |A| ≥ q.
Proof. In this lemma, for any S = {Ti1 , . . . , Tij } ∈ P(T ), Mi and Ai denotes
random variables which take values in M and A, respectively, to be sent from
Ti ∈ S. We note that each Mi may differ from each other, and also that each
Mi is independent of each other.
For arbitrary i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, let W and Si = {Ti1 , . . . , Tij } such that
Si − W = {Ti }. Then, we have
1
≥ PI (Si , W )
q
= 2−H(M A

∗

|EW )

(7)

−H(M Ai1 ,...,M Aij |EW )

(8)

≥2

= 2−H(M Ai |EW )
= 2−I(M Ai ;Ev |EW )
= 2−I(Mi ;Ev |EW )−I(Ai ;Ev |EW ,Mi )
1
≥ 2−H(Ai ) ≥
,
|A|
where (7) follows from Theorem 1 and (8) follows from the deterministic algorithm Agg: A(ij ) → A∗ .

Lemma 5. |A∗ | ≥ q.
Proof. By the assumption |A∗ | ≥ |A| (or equivalently, γ ≥ 1) and Lemma 4, it
is clear that |A∗ | ≥ q.

As we will see in Section 4.2, the above lower bounds are all tight since our
direct construction will meet all the above inequalities with equalities. Therefore,
we define optimality of constructions of aggregate A-codes as follows.
Definition 4. A construction of aggregate A-codes is said to be optimal, if it is
(n, ω, , 1)-one-time secure (i.e., γ = 1) and it meets equality in every inequality
of (i)-(iv) in Theorem 2.
Remark 1. It should be noted that, in the case of |S| = 1, W = ∅, and the
algorithm Agg being the identity mapping, the lower bounds of aggregate Acodes in Theorem 2 are the same as those of traditional A-codes [12]. Namely,
our results on aggregate A-codes are regarded as extension of those of A-codes.

4

Constructions

In this section, we propose two kinds of constructions of (n, ω, , γ)-one-time
secure aggregate A-codes.

4.1

Simple Generic Construction

We introduce a simple generic construction of (n, ω, , γ)-one-time secure aggregate A-codes starting from only traditional A-codes (e.g., see [12]). First, we
briefly explain the traditional A-codes as follows.2
A-code. We consider a scenario where there are three entities, a sender S,
a receiver R and an adversary A. The A-code Θ consists of a three-tuple of
algorithms (AGen, Tag, Ver ) with three spaces, M̃, Ã and Ẽ, where M̃ is a finite
set of possible messages, Ã is a finite set of possible tags (or authenticators) and
Ẽ is a finite set of possible secret-keys, respectively. AGen is a key generation
algorithm, which takes a security parameter on input and outputs a secret-key
e. Tag is a deterministic algorithm for generating a tag. Tag takes a message m
∈ M̃ and a secret-key e ∈ Ẽ on input and outputs a tag α ∈ Ã, and we write
α =Tag(m, e) for it. On receiving α, a receiver R can check the validity of it
by using Ver. Ver takes a message m, a tag α and a secret-key e on input, and
outputs true or false, and we write true = Ver (m, α, e) or false = Ver (m, α, e)
for it. In A-codes, there are two kind of attacks: impersonation attacks and
substitution attacks. Here, Θ is said to be -secure if each of success probabilities
of these attacks is at most .
The detail of our generic construction of aggregate A-codes Π=(KGen, Authi ,
Agg, Vrfy) by using A-codes Θ=(AGen, Tag, Ver) is given as follows.
1. KGen. For a security parameter 1k , KGen outputs matching secret-keys ei
and ev for Ti (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and R, respectively, as follows. KGen calls AGen
with input 1k n times, and suppose its output is (e(1) , e(2) , . . . , e(n) ), where
e(i) is the i-th output by AGen. Then, KGen outputs secret-keys ei := e(i) ,
and ev := (e(1) , . . . , e(n) ) for Ti (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and R, respectively.
2. Auth i . For a message mi which Ti wants to authenticate and a secret-key
ei = e(i) , Auth i calls Tag, and it computes a tag α(i) =Tag(mi , e(i) ). Finally,
Auth i outputs tagi := α(i) .
3. Agg . For tags (tagi1 , . . . , tagij ) = (α(i1 ) , . . . , α(ij ) ), Agg computes an aggreLj
(ik )
gated tag tag by XORing all tags: tag :=
. Then, Agg outputs
k=1 α
it.
4. Vrfy . For M := ((mi1 , Ti1 ), . . . , (mij , Tij )), an aggregated tag tag, and a
verification-key ev = (e(1) , . . . , e(n) ), Vrfy calls Tag with inputting them,
and suppose α(ik ) =Tag(mik , e(ik ) ) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ j such that Tik ∈ S.
Lj
Then, Vrfy outputs true if and only if tag = k=1 α(ik ) .
The security of the above construction is shown as follows.
Theorem 3. Given an -secure A-code Θ, then the aggregate A-code Π formed
by the above construction based on Θ is (n, ω, , γ)-one-time secure, where ω =
n − 1 and γ = 1. Furthermore, memory-sizes of tags and secret-keys required in
the above construction are given by
|Ei | = |Ẽ|, |ER | = |Ẽ|n , |A∗ | = |A| = |Ã|.
2

More precisely, we explain Cartesian A-codes without splitting in this paper.

Proof Sketch. The proof can be easily shown by the security of the underlying
A-code, and the estimation of memory-sizes is straightforward. Here, we only
describe the outline of the proof of PS ≤ , since PI ≤  can be shown by a
similar idea.
Without loss of generality, we suppose that S = T and W = T − {Tn }. The
adversary can know n − 1 secret-keys from corrupted senders and n valid pairs of
messages and tags, however, he cannot know Tn ’s secret-key e(n) . Thus, since the
underlying A-code is -secure, success probability of substitution attacks
Ln is at
most . Hence, the adversary cannot guess the aggregated tag tag := i=1 α(i)
with probability larger than . Therefore, we have PS ≤ . In manner similar to
this, we can prove PI ≤ . Hence, we have max(PI , PS ) ≤ .

Remark 2. This generic construction is very simple. However, even if we apply
optimal constructions of A-codes in the above generic construction, we cannot
obtain an optimal construction of aggregate A-codes for any ω except ω = n −
1. Therefore, in the next subsection we will show that there exists a direct
construction (i.e., a construction from scratch) which satisfies Definition 4 for
any ω(< n).
4.2

Optimal Direct Construction

We propose a direct construction of (n, ω, , γ)-one-time secure aggregate Acodes. In addition, it is shown that the construction is optimal. The detail of
our construction of aggregate A-codes, Π=(KGen, Authi , Agg, Vrfy), is given
as follows.
1. KGen. For a security parameter 1k , KGen outputs matching secret-keys
ei and ev for Ti (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and R, respectively, as follows. KGen picks a
k-bit prime power q, where q > n, and constructs the finite field Fq with q
elements. We assume that the identity of each user Ti is encoded
as Ti ∈
Pω
i
Fq \{0}. And,
KGen
chooses
uniformly
at
random
f
(x)
:=
a
i x and
i=0
Pω
i
g(x) :=
i=0 bi x over Fq with a variable x in which a degree of x is at
most ω. KGen also computes ei := (f (Ti ), g(Ti )) (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Then, AGen
outputs secret-keys ei (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and ev := (f (x), g(x)) for Ti (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
and R, respectively.
2. Auth i . For a message mi ∈ Fq which Ti wants to authenticate and a secretkey ei , Auth i generates a tag, tagi := f (Ti )mi + g(Ti ), and outputs it.
3. Agg . For tags (tagi1 , . . . , tagij ), Agg computes an aggregated tag, tag :=
Pj
k=1 tagik . Then, Agg outputs it.
4. Vrfy . For M = ((mi1 , Ti1 ), . . . , (mij , Tij )), an aggregated tag tag, and a
Pj
verification-key ev , Vrfy outputs true if tag =
k=1 f (Tik )mik + g(Tik )
holds, and otherwise outputs false.
The security and optimality of the above construction is stated as follows.
Theorem 4. The resulting aggregate A-code Π by the above construction is
(n, ω, 1q , 1)-one-time secure and optimal.

Proof Sketch. Here, we only describe the outline of the proof of PS ≤ 1q , since
PI ≤ 1q can be shown by a similar idea.
Without loss of generality, we suppose that W = {T1 , . . . , Tω }, Tn ∈ S, and
Tn 6∈ W . To succeed in the substitution attack by an adversary who corrupts
the colluding group W , the adversary will generate fraudulent messages and
an fraudulent aggregated tag (M 0 , tag 0 ) under the following conditions: the adversary can obtain ω secret-keys from corrupted senders, and |S| valid pairs of
messages and tags, one of the pairs is generated by Tn . However, each degree of
f (x) and g(x) with respect to x is at most ω, the adversary cannot guess at least
one coefficient of f (x) and g(x) with probability larger than 1/q. Therefore, we
have PS ≤ 1/q. In a manner similar to this, we can prove that PI ≤ 1/q. Thus,
we have max(PI , PS ) ≤ 1/q.
Finally, it is straightforward to see that the construction satisfies all the
equalities of lower bounds in Theorem 2.


5

Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we studied aggregate authentication codes (aggregate A-codes)
with information-theoretic security. Specifically, we first proposed a formal model
and formalization of security for aggregate A-codes. We also derived tight lower
bounds on memory-sizes required for aggregate A-codes. Furthermore, we presented a simple generic construction and an optimal direct construction of aggregate A-codes.
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